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In this paper we prove for a generalized N-body Schrodinger operator that 
the non-trapping condition on the classical hamiltonian and all classical sub- 
hamiltonians is both necessary and sufficient for obtaining good semiclassical 
bounds on the boundary values of the resolvent and their energy derivatives. We 
accomplish this by generalizing Gerard’s geometrical construction of an escape 
function for three-body problems to N-body problems. 7 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This work is motivated by a recent paper of Ch. Gerard [3] in which he 
proved for three-body problems that if the classical hamiltonian and all 
classical sub-hamiltonians are non-trapping at the energy E, then the resol- 
vent of the corresponding semiclassical Schrodinger operator satisfies the 
estimates 
II(x)-~R(~fiO,h)(x)~SIIdCh~‘, for s > f, (1.1) 
for i near E and h > 0 small. He conjectured that similar results should 
hold for generalized N-body semiclassical Schrodinger operators. The 
results obtained in this paper show that his conjecture is true. 
Before stating the results of this paper, let us introduce some notations 
for generalized N-body Schriidinger operators. See [l&3,7]. Let X be a 
real finite-dimensional vector space, equipped with a positive definite qua- 
dratic form q. Usually we take (X, q) to be R” or a subspace of it with the 
usual metric. Let {A’, , a E A } be a finite collection of linear subspaces of X. 
Let X” denote the orthogonal complement of X, and rr”, 71, denote the 
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orthogonal projection onto X”, X,, respectively. For XE X, we write 
xa = Tfx, x, = l-c& Let T*X, T*XU, and T*X, denote the (trivial) 
cotangent bundle over X, X”, and X,, respectively, and c (t”, 5, resp.) 
denote the dual variables of x (x0, x, resp.). We assume that {X,, a E A} 
has the following structures: if a, a’ E A, there are b = a u a’ and c = a n a’ 
in A with Xh=XonX,, and X,.I(XanXa’)‘. Let umax=UatAu. Then 
x am= 10) ( w ic h’ h . q is e uivalent to saying fib X, = (0)). Assume also that 
there is amin E A with X,,,, = X. We shall say a, c u2 if Xul c Xu2. For a E A 
we define #a to be the maximal number n such that 
u=u,c ... cu,=u max 2 with ~,#a,~,... #a,. 
Put N(A) = #amin. When N(A) = N, the N-body Schrodinger operators we 
study here are of the form 
P= -h2A + c Va(xO), h > 0. (1.2) 
Here -d is the Laplace-Beltrami operator over X associated with q, 
V, E C” (X,; R) satisfies for some s0 > 0 
lcTV(x”)l d CI(Xa)-‘s’-eO (1.3) 
on X” for all a E NHR with n, = dim X”, (x0) = ( 1 + xu2)“*, and 
x2 = q(x, x). Let us mention that the usual N-body Schrbdinger operators 
enter into the above framework: If P is obtained by the removal of the 
mass centre from the operator 
P’= f -h2Ai/2mi+ c v,(xj-xi), X,E R3 
i= 1 l<i<j<N 
then we can take X= (x E R3N; C mix, = 0} and q(x, x) = 2 1 ml xj. A is 
the set of all cluster partitions of (1, 2, . . . . N). For a E A, a = (a,, u2, . . . . a,), 
one takes X, = {x E X; xi = xi if i, j are in the same a, for some I}. The 
operators “U” and “n” can be taken to be those introduced in [lo]. For 
the atomic type N-body Schrodinger operator 
P= ; (-h’A,+ Vj(xj))+ 1 v, ( xj - x;) 
j= 1 lCi<j<N 
we can take X= R3N and q(x, x) = c,!= i xi’. Then A is the set of all cluster 
decompositions of (0, 1, 2, . . . . N). For UE A, a= (a,, . . . . ok), one takes 
X, = {x E X; xi = x, if i, j are in the same u,}. Here we put x0 = 0. “U” and 
“n” can be introduced in a way similar to that above. 
Let P=12+~atA VJx”) with t2 = q’(t, t), where q’ is the quadratic 
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form on the cotangent fiber dual to q. For UEA define the classical 
sub-hamiltonians p, by 
pU(xU, y) = y* + c V,(Xh). 
h c 0 
Let E > 0 and HP, denote the hamiltonian vector field of p“. We shall say 
that p” is non-trapping at the energy E if the hamiltonian flow satisfies 
lim Iexp(tH,,(x”, (“)I = cc, for (x0, 5”) up”-‘(E). (1.4) r-c.2 
Let R(A + i0, h) = limCl,(P - I f is))‘. The main result of this paper is the 
following 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that p and all p, are non-trapping at the energy E. 
Then there exists a seu-adjoint h-pseudodtfferential operator F, whose Weyl 
symbol G satisfies G = x. 5 + 0( (<) -“), and some 6 > 0, h, > 0 such that 
the following results hold for any kE N, s > k + i, and for 1% - El < 6, 
O<h<h,, 
l[(F)P”dk/d2kR(I+i0, h) (F)-“jl dCk,Yh- k-‘, Ii-El <s. (1.5) 
Let c+ E R and x+ be the characteristic function of the interval ] - CO, C- [ 
and Ic,, + co [, respectively. Then for any r > 0, s > k, one has 
ll(F)‘X~(F)dk/dLkR(l&iO,h) (F)~s-rll~Cksrh~k~l. (1.6)+ 
jl(F)‘~~(F)d~/dJ~R(1+iO, h)X*(F) (F)‘ll dCkrhPkP’. (1.7)* 
If CP cc,, then for any s > 0, m > 0, and k 3 0, one has 
II(F)“x~(F) dk/d2kR(Iw+i0, h) x+(F) (F)“ll 6 Cmkshm. (1.8), 
In particular one obtains from (1.5) and (1.6) 
I/(x) P”dk/dILkR(I i i0, h) (x)-~I~ < CkShek-’ (1.9) 
II(F)‘x~(F)~~/~~~R(~~~O, h) (x)~-~‘~~I~ 6Cksrhek-l. (1.10) 
Here (F) = (1 + F’)l’*. 
By the construction given in Section 2, (see Theorem 2.2), one sees that 
the symbol G satisfies G - x . < E S( (5) Pk, g), for any k > 0. Here S(m, g) 
is the class of symbols introduced in Section 2 with weight function m. Let 
F, denote the generator of dilation F, = h(x D, + D, .x)/2. Then by the 
composition and the continuity of h-pseudodifferential operators, we 
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can derive that for any s E [w, (F) P-S (F,)” is uniformly bounded on L2. 
Consequently (1.5) is equivalent to 
II(~~)--dk/d~~kR(;lfiO, h) (F,,-“11 <CkshPk-l. (1.5)’ 
The following result shows the necessity of the non-trapping assumption 
made in Theorem 1.1 on the classical hamiltonians. 
THEOREM 1.2. With the notations of Theorem 1.1, assume that there exist 
EER, s>O, and C>O such that 
II(F,)~“R(lfiO,h)(F,)~“II~Ch~‘, 
for 0 < h < h, and for 12 - El d l/C. (1.11) 
Then p and all p” are non-trapping at the energy E and s > $. 
Remark that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are known for two-body Schrodinger 
operators (except (1.8)). See [4, 12, 13, 151. In particular in [4], Gerard 
and Martinez gave an elegant proof for (1.9) with k = 0, a result first 
proved by Robert and Tamura. For the three-body case, Gerard [3] 
arrived at proving (1.5) and (1.9) for k = 0 and also partially justifying the 
necessity of the non-trapping condition. Explicitly by appealing to the 
results on the necessity of the non-trapping condition in two-body 
problems [15], he showed that estimates of the form (1.11) with s > 2 for 
three-body Schrodinger operators imply that all two-body classical sub- 
hamiltonians are non-trapping at the energy E. Jensen [7] also obtained 
results similar to Theorem 1.1 (with m = 0 and c _ = 0 = c + in (1.8)) for 
general N-body problems. He studied the high energy case (A 9 l), so the 
geometrical feature of multi-channels for N-body problems does not appear 
there. Our proof for Theorem 1.1 is based on a generalization of Gerard’s 
work on the construction of an escape function, i.e., a function G satisfying 
HPG > c > 0 on p-‘(E). Here the geometry of cluster decompositions 
of N-body problems plays an important role. To prove Theorem 1.2, 
we remark that (1.10) implies that (x) -’ is locally P-smooth near E 
uniformly in h > 0. Thus we can apply our earlier results on the classical 
limit of quantum wave functions [14] to recover the classical trajectories 
without having to prove the uniform time-decay results of scattering 
solutions, as we did in [15]. 
The organization of this work is as follows: In Section 2 we construct the 
escape function G. Theorem 1.1 is proven in Section 3 by Mourre’s 
commutator method and Theorem 1.2 is proven in Section 4. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF AN ESCAPE FUNCTION 
In this section, we keep the notations and conditions of Theorem 1.1. 
Note first that if p satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1, then any sub- 
hamiltonians of p also satisfy similar conditions. So we can try to construct 
a desired escape function by an induction on N. 
For a E A, we have X= X” @ A’,, where the sum is orthogonal. If b E A 
with b c a, then Xh c X” and we can decompose 
X”=Xh@X;:, where X; is the orthogonal complement of Xh in X”. 
(2.1) 
Comparing with the decomposition X = Xb OX,, we obtain X, = XE 0 X,. 
Correspondingly for x E X, we have the orthogonal decompositions 
X=X~+X,=Xh+Xh=Xh+X;+X~ and x,=x;:+,& 
For a E A, let A, = {b E A, b c u}. Let N(a) be the maximal number n such 
that 
amin=a,c ... ca,=a with a, #a,# ... fu,. 
Then p” is an N(a)-body hamiltonian with configuration space X” and the 
collection {X;, bE A,}. Note that when a#~,,,, N(a)< N- 1. In fact 
N(a)=N-#a+l. For bca, define #.b=N(a)-N(b)+l. If b$a, we 
just put #a b = 0. With these notations, one has #a = # rr,,,u. For a E A, 
a#a,,,, we define 
J,= (xEX;Vb$u, (xhl >61x[j, for some 6 > 0. (2.2) 
It can be checked that if b c a, then J,, c J, and if c = b n‘\, then 
J,=J,nJ,. In fact if bca, XEJ~, cr#a, then c$b so Ix”l>61~1, which 
means XEJ,. When xEJ,nJ, and d$c=anb, one has d$a or dcfb. 
Since xEJanJ,, we have in both case (xdl > 61x1. So XE J,. On the 
other hand cc a and cc b imply that J,. c J, and J,, c J,. Consequently 
J,=J,nJ,. 
LEMMA 2.1. For 6 > 0 small, we have a finite covering of the configura- 
tionspaceX: lJUza,,,J,u{Ixl<l}=X. 
Lemma 2.1 follows from the assumptions on (X,, a E A}. The proof is 
elementary and thus is omitted. See also [2] for a slightly different finite 
covering. To describe the properties of the escape function, let us introduce 
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a class of symbols like those in [3 and 61. Let g = g.,e be the metric on 
T*X defined by 
dY VI = 1 ~“Y2/<x”>* +r2/(5>‘. (2.3) 
UEA 
For a g-temperate weight function m over T*X (see [6] for the notion of 
g-temperate), we denote by S(m, g) the space of functions u E Cm( T*X) 
such that 
sup IU’k’(x, t; fl, . . . . fk)l n &I”‘6 c, 4.7 51, 
r,tT*X I 
for any ke N and (x, 0 in T*X. Here #) is any kth-order derivative of U. 
S(m, g) is a Frechet space when equipped with a family of natural semi- 
norms. It is shown in [ 31 that under the assumption (1.3) p E S( (l )*, g) and 
if fe C,“(R), then f(P) is an h-pseudodifferential operator with symbol in 
S( (t ) -M, g) for any M > 0. The main result in this section is the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that p and all sub-hamiltonians pa are non- 
trapping at the energy E. Then for any E > 0 and MS 1, there exist 
G = G,,, E C30( T*X) and some c’ > 0 such that 
(i) For any aEA, a#a,,,, there exists C = C(E, M) > 0 such that 
G(x, 5) = Gab”, 5”) + x,. 5, 
for XEJ,, /xl >C and (x, t)~p~‘(l-m, Ml); (2.4) 
(ii) H,Ga -E, on T*X; 
(iii) H,G+ Ip- El >c’>O on T*X; 
(iv) For any k>O, G-x.SES((oPk,g). 
Here HP denotes the hamiltonian vector field of p and G, is the escape 
function for the sub-hamiltonian pa on T*X’ constructed in the inductive 
steps. Note that N(a) 6 N - 1. 
Part (iii) of Theorem 2.2 shows that for some E’ > 0, 
HPG > ~‘12, for (x, S)E~-‘([E-E’, E+E’]). (2.5) 
This is used in Section 3 to construct a conjugate operator at the energy E. 
Let us first prove Theorem 2.2 for the case N = 2. The following result is 
essentially due to Gerard [3, Lemma 2.31. Our construction is slightly 
different from that given in [3] and will be used in the inductive steps 
for general N. So we still give a sketch. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let p = 4’ + V(x) he a two-body hamiltonian with V satisjj- 
ing (1.3). Assume that p is non-trapping at the energy E. Then there exists 
GE Cm( T*X) such that (i-iv) of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. 
Proof: In this paper all cut-off functions are assumed to be real and 
smooth and take values in [0, 1-j. For A4 ti 1, let x,, j = 1,2, be functions 
on R such that supp~i~]M, +co[ and x,=1 on [M+l, +co[ and 
x1 + xz = 1 on R. Let p be function on R such that p’ > 0 and p(t) = 0 for 
t < 1 and p(t) = 1 for t 2 2. Put pR (t) = p( t/R). Let g be a function on R” 
such that g(x) = 1 for 1x1 d 3 and g(x) = 0 for 1x1 3 4. Put gR(x) =g(x/R). 
Since p is non-trapping at the energy E, we can derive by the condition 
(1.3) that p is non-trapping at any energy E’ with 1 E’ - E( < 26, 6 > 0 small 
enough. Take xX a function on R with support contained in 
]E-26, E+26[ and x3= 1 on [E--6, E+6]. Put 
fR(X, t)= -j-o+m gRh expW,k 5)) & for (4 5) E SUP~X~(P). 
Define G by WC 5) = xd~bX + x2(~bR(I~lW5 + WW’MP) 
f,Jx, 0, where C>O is to be chosen large enough. Clearly G(x, 5) - 
X.CEC(y. Now we check that G satisfies (i-iv) of Theorem 2.2 (by 
choosing R B 1 and C= C(R) 9 1). In fact (i) is trivial and (iv) follows 
from the construction. Let M> 2 sup( 1 VI + Ix. V VI ). Then H,x,(p) x . t 
B x,(p) Z 0. For E > 0 small enough, one has 
H,x2(P)PR(x)x.~=xz(P) (PR(IXo(252-X.VV)+pX(IxI)~-~x.5) 
2 -X2(P)PR(IXI)X.VV~ -42 
(here 2 =x/1x1) on T*X, 
provided that R + 1 is large enough. On the set where Ip - El < 26, on has 
for 1x1 >2R with R> 0 large enough. Note that H,f,(x, 0 =gR(x) on 
suppx3(p) and fR is bounded there by a constant depending on R. We 
obtain for C$ R that 
H,C&/C*) X~P)~R = XJ(P) (C&/R) + 25 .W-W2).f&‘) 
3 xdp)(Cg(x/R)--E/2) on T*X. 
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Since g = 1 for 1x1 < 3, the above estimates give 
HpG> --E on T*X and H,G>E-36 for 
(x, ~)EP-‘([E-d, E+6]). 
Parts (ii) and (iii) follow if we take 0 <E < 6/2 and 6 < E/6. i 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 2.2 by an induction on N. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Assume that the results are true for all N < k, 
k33. When N=k, let M>2C,.. sup( I VJx”)l + lx,V V(x”)l ) be large 
and E > 0 be small. For any a E A, a # amax, let G, denote the escape func- 
tion constructed for p” which satisfies (i-iv) for M’ = 2M + 1, E’ < e/4 on 
T*X“. (Remark that N(a) < N- 1 < k.) Consider the function 
Wx, 0 = GM”, 5“‘) + x, .5, for xEJ,, 
(x, 5) E T*X and p(x, 5) < A4 + 1. (2.6) 
G’ is well defined for x outside some compact. In fact let a, a’ be in A, 
a, a’ f amax and a # a’. Assume J, n J,, # a. There are three cases to con- 
sider: (i) a c a’; (ii) a’ c a; (iii) a qt a’ and a’ $ a. The cases (i) and (ii) are 
easier. Let us look at the case (iii). Then J, n J,, = Jb, where b = a n a’. 
Since a$b, one has /x0/ >61xl on Jb. Put Ji= {x”EX’;VCEA,, cCfb, one 
has lx’1 > Sjx”l}. By the induction assumptions on G,, one has 
Go(xa, 4”) = Gb(xb, 5”) + x;: . (;: (2.7) 
for XO’E JE with (x’I1 $1 and p”(xU, (“)<2M+ 1. Clearly if XE Jb, then 
x0 E Jz and if p(x, t) GM+ 1 then pU(xO, 5”) Q 2M+ 1. So for 1x1 large 
enough, we have 
G,W, 5”) +x,5, = Wxb, 5’) + x;:. 5; +x, . <a, 
fOI’ XEJb,P(X, t)<!d+ 1, 
= G,(Xb, 5”) + xb. &,. (2.8) 
Similarly we have Ga.(xn’, 5”‘) + x,, t,, = Gb(xb, lh) + xb rb for x E Jb with 
(xl large enough and p(x, <) <M + 1. By Lemma 2.1, this shows that G’ 
given by (2.6) is well defined for 1x1 9 1 and p(x, <) < M+ 1 and is smooth 
there. Now let x,, x2, and pR be chosen as in Lemma 2.3. Define G, by 
G,(xv ~)=x~(P)x.~+x,(P)PR(IxI)G’(x, 51, 
where R > 1 is large enough. (2.9) 
On J, we can write p(x, 5) =pO(x”, t”)+ 5:+1,(x) with Z,(x) E 
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c hqU V,(P) satisfying JZ,(x)l + IxVZ,(x)l d C(x) r,U. Consequently one 
has on J, 
H,G,=x,(P)H,(~.S)+X,(P)H,(P,G’) 
B XI(P) + x2(~) W(l4lR) x. C(G,W’> 5”) +-~4,)lRl4 
+ pR(H,oG, + 25; + 0((x) ‘:“))). (2.10) 
Note that pR > 0 and p > 0. In order to obtain a precise lower bound on 
H,G,, we establish the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any E’ > 0 we can choose R > 0 large enough that 
x. 5(G,(x”, t”) + x,. 4,)lRlxl) 2 --cl, for (x, t)Ep-‘(l-~, MS 11). 
(2.11) 
Prooj We use an induction on N(a) When N(a) =2, by Lemma 2.3, 
Ga(xU, 5”) =x0. 4” for xa large enough. Since on p--*(1 - co, M+ l]), t2 is 
bounded, we derive that 
x. 5(G,(x”, 4”) + x,. 5,HRIxI ) = 0(1/R) + (x. 5)‘lUM 1. 
So (2.11) is true so long as we take R = R(d) large enough. Assume now 
(2.11) is true for any G, with N(a) <j. When N(a) = j (with j < k), consider 
first the case 1~~1 > R,$ 1. Note that by Lemma 2.1 
{x”EF’; lx”l > 1) c u J;. 
heAo,b#a 
Since p”(x”, 4”) < 2M+ 1 when p(x, 5) Q M+ 1, by the construction of G, 
one has 
G,(x”, 4”) = G,bh, 5’) +x;: . t;, 
for X’E Jz, lxaj > R,, and p(x, r)<M+ 1 and for any beA, with b#a. 
This shows Ga(xa, [“) +x, ‘5, = G,(xh, 5”) + xh. tb for xU in the above set. 
Since N(b) d N(a) - 1, by the induction assumptions on Gb we obtain 
x. t-(G,(x”, t”) + xc,. 5,MRlxl) > -6 
for lxal > R,, p(x, 5) d M+ 1 and R % 1. When lx01 CR,, G,(x”, 4”) = O(1) 
for p(x, 5) Q M + 1. Consequently, 
x. t(G,(x”, 5”) + x, .5,YWl) = 0(1/R) + x. 5x,. 5dRl.4 ) 
= O( l/R) + (x” . tax,. 5, + (x, ~5,)‘)lRlxl) 
> 0( l/R) > --E’ 
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for lxal CR,, p(x,t)<M+l, and RBRR,. This proves (2.11) by 
induction. 1 
From (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain 
HpGl3 XI(P) + XZ(P)( -48 + p,(H,o G,(xa’, 5”) + 25: + 0((x) -““))). 
Since HP0 G, > -.a/4 we derive from the above estimate 
H,G,(x, 5) 3 -c/2 for (x, 5)~ T*X, 1x1 > 1. (2.12) 
Equation (2.12) holds also for 1x1 < 2. In fact HpGl = H,xI(p) x .t 20 for 
(xl < 2. By (iii) for G,, we deduce that 
H,G, + b-El ~x~(~)+x~(P)(-&‘+PR(H~RG~ 
+ Ip”-El+lg+O((x)-“0)) 
3 x,(p) + x*(p) (c’ - 2E’) 2 c’/2 > 0 (2.13) 
for 1x1 > 2R and R% 1. Equation (2.13) shows that p is non-trapping at 
infinity for any energy near E. Now we can modify G, in some compact as 
in Lemma 2.3 so that (2.13) holds on T*X. Note first that by (2.13) and 
the non-trapping assumption on p, we can show that p is non-trapping at 
any energy E’ near E, say IE’- El < 26. Let x3, g, and fR be defined as in 
Lemma 2.3. (Naturally we replace the two-body hamiltonian there by the 
N-body hamiltonian p here.) Put 
G(x, 5) = G,(x, t) + Cxdp) g(x/C’)f,(x> 0. (2.14) 
Now we check that (i-iv) are satisfied on choosing R $1 and C $ R. Since 
x2 = 1 on ] -co, M], (i) is clear from the construction of G. Utilizing the 
equation H, fR(x, <) = g(x/R) 3 0, we have 
H,(x~(P) Cg(x/C2)fd=Ch(~)g(x/R)+2X3(P) 5. vg(x/C2)f,&> --~/2 
(2.15) 
for C % R large enough. Part (ii) for G follows from (2.12) and (2.15). 
From (2.13) and (2.15) we obtain that 
HP+, 5) + IP - El 2 c’/2 + r(x, 5) + Cg(x/R) + O( l/C) 
on p-‘([E-6, E+6]), 
where r E Cz and r =0 for 1x1 >2R. Since g= 1 for 1x1 < 3, the above 
estimate gives HpG + Ip - El > c’/4, for C$ R large enough, on 
p-‘( [E- 6, E+ S)]. Now (iii) follows from (ii) with E < c’/8. To show (iv), 
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remark that modulo a smooth function with compact support in T*X, we 
have on J,, a#a,,,, ‘3x3 5)-x,(p) x.i’+xAp) (G<,(-~U> t”)+x;L) 
= x . r + x1(p) (G, (x” ‘5”) - x” . 4”). By the induction assumptions, 
G, - x” .<” E S( (5”) pk, g,) for any k > 0. Here g, is the metric on T*X”: 
ga(Y, tl) = 2 I~bY12/(+~b)2 + 111*/w>*. 
btA, 
So G,--x”.t”ES(l,g). It is clear that X2(P)ES((t)-k,g) for any k>O. 
Part (iv) is proved for G by making use of a partition of the unity via 
Lemma 2.1. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2 by induction. fi 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that if all subhamiltonians p” of p are 
non-trapping at E, then p is non-trapping at infinity for any energy near E. 
3. SEMICLASSICAL RESOLVENT ESTIMATES 
For a symbol aE C”, we denote by op Wa the h-pseudodifferential 
operator defined by 
op”au(x) = (27rnh))” j 5 e’(“pY)‘Sik a((x+y)/2, <) u(y) d{ dy, 
for u E Y(X). 
Here n is the dimension of the real vector space X. Under the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.1 let G be the escape function constructed in Theorem 2.2. 
G is a real valued and op”‘G is essentially self-adjoint on C,Z Let F denote 
the self-adjoint extension of op”G in L2(X). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, there exist 6 > 0 
and h, > 0 such that for every s > f, one has 
II(F)-“R(i+iO,h) (F)-“11 <C,hK’. (3.1) 
If x+ is the same as in (1.6), then for any r 2 0, s > 1, one has 
il(F)‘~~ (F) R(2.k i0, h) (F)P”-‘II < C,h-‘; (3.2) * 
II (F)‘x. (F) R(J- IL i0, h) x+(F) (F>‘ll d Cd-‘. (3.3), 
Zf x f is the same as in (1.8), then ,for any s > 0, m > 0, one has 
II (WX T (F) W + i0, h) xi(F) (F>“ll 6 C,,y h”. (3.4) * 
All these estimates hold for 11, -El < 6, 0 <h < h,,. Here /I . /I denotes the 
norm of bounded operators on L*(X). 
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Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 3.1 by a suitable partition of unity. 
Theorem 3.1 can be proved by Mourre’s commutator method. Note that in 
the proof of (3.2) and (3.3), we need high order commutator estimates. 
Since (3.4) seems to be new, we give a sketch of the proof for it. To prove 
Theorem 3.1 by Mourre’s commutator method, the following result is 
important. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let B, = (i/h)[P, F], B,= (i/h)[Bkpl, F], k22. Then 
for any k, B, - 2kP is un$ormly (in h) bounded on L’(X). In addition there 
is some 6 > 0 such that if x4 is supported in ]E - 36, E + 36[ and x4 = 1 on 
[E - 26, E + ZS], then there is c0 > 0 such that 
x4( f’) BIX~ PI 2 coxJ PJ2 uniformly in h > 0 small. (3.5) 
Proposition 3.2 can be proven as in [3]. In particular, (3.5) follows from 
(iii) of Theorem 2.2. The details are omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We give the proof only for (3.4), which seems to 
be new. (See [7] for the case m=O.) Put Zj= [E-j& E+jd], for j= 1,2. 
Let E, denote the spectral projector of P onto the interval Z,. Then (3.5) 
gives 
WIE, 3 c&2, c0 > 0, for h > 0 small enough. (3.6) 
For any m E N, Re z E I,, E Im z > 0, consider the operator 
F(E, z) = P - z - B(E), B(E)= f (s)i B., 
/=I 
J! ’ 
Then we can prove as in [S, 163 that for s0 > 0 small enough, F(E, z) 
is invertible for 0 <h < h, and 1~1 -C sO. In fact consider first 
F(.s, z) = P-z- E2B(&) E,. By (3.6) and Proposition 3.2, we obtain 
I (&Y z)f >I 3 Cl&l lf II27 
for fEH2 and RezEZI, E Im z > 0, uniformly in h > 0 small, This shows 
that @(E, z) is invertible. Let G(E, z) denote its inverse. Then 
1 
IIG(&, z)ll + IV’& z)ll d Cl4 -’ (3.7) 
II(Z- E2) h, z)ll + II& zN- E2)ll G C for 0~ IsI <so, (3.8) 
uniformly in E Im z > 0, Re z E I,, and 0~ h< h,. We see that F(E, z) is 
invertible for lImzl>i, sImz>O, RezEZI, and h>O small. Put 
G(E, z) = F(E, z) --I. Then for lIm z/ > i, we can write 
G(E, z) = &E, z)(Z+ E2B(&) (I- E2) x( P)( P-z)-‘) + @E, z) KG(&, z), 
(3.9) 
580/9712-I6 
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where K= (Z- E,) B(E) - E$(c)(Z- E2) x( P)( P-z) ’ B(E) and x is 
chosen such that supp x c ]E - 26, E + 26 [ and x = 1 in a neighbourhood 
of I,. (So (I-E,)x(P)=Z-E, and x(P)(P-z)-’ is bounded for 
Re z E I, .) From (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that 
11’3~ z) KII d Cl4, for Re z E I,, uniformly in h. 
This means that for .a0 > 0 small enough, 0 < h < h, and 0 < 1~1 < sO, G(E, z) 
defined for 1Im zl > f has a natural holomorphic extension into Re z E Z, 
and E Im z > 0 given by 
G(E, z) = (I- @F, z) K)-’ @E, z) (I+ E+(E) (Z-E,) (P-z)-‘). 
We can check that G(E, z) F(E, z) = F(E, z) G(E, z) = 1 for Re z EZ~ and 
E Im z > 0. From (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain that 
llG(~> z)ll + /I PG(&, z)ll d Cl4 ’ 
for Rez~Z,,~Im;~Oandh~Osmall. (3.10) 
A direct calculation also gives 
-$G(E,z)=~ ’ [G(E, z), F] -y WE, 2) C&n, FI WE, z) . (3.11) m. > 
Let xk be the characteristic function of the interval ]-co, c 1, 
lIc+, + cc [, respectively, with c < c, . For any Y > 0, take m $2r + 1. 
Consider the operator 
P(~,z)=(F)‘~-(F)~“~‘~G(E,z)~~“~~~+(F) (F)‘, 
for e>O and Imz>O. 
Remark that I~(F)‘x~(F)~‘““~~~~~~‘~II <CCEK~ uniformly in h. From 
(3.10) it follows that 
11 P(E, Z)il f CE 2r ~ I ec(c- - c+ )/h (3.12) 
Since cP cc,, the above estimate shows that P(E, z) is exponentially small 
as h-*0 when .s>chd with c>O, O<d<l. By (3.11) we have also 
$ f’= -h-l s (F)‘X-(F)e”whG[B,, F] Ge cwh~+(F) (F)‘. 
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Recall that [B,, F) = -ihB,+ t. From Proposition 3.2 and (3.1), it follows 
that 
(3.13) 
for E > 0 and Im z > 0, Re ZE I,. Integrating the above inequality with 
respect to E on the interval 10, Ad], where 0 <d< 1 is fixed, we obtain 
II(F)‘x-(J’) Nz, h) X+(F) (F>‘ll 
,< ch(“-2’-- ljd+ /I P(hd, z)ll 
(C~(m-2r~l)~+C’~-(2’+I)de(“~-““lh’-~ . 
< CJ+“~2’-I)d 
. (3.14) 
if h >O is small enough, for Im z>O and Re ZEZ,. Since r >O and 
m $2r + 1 are arbitrary, (3.4) + is proven. Equation (3.4)) can be proven 
in the same way. 1 
From the proof of (3.4), one sees that if c + - c _ > c,h6, for some c0 > 0 
and 0 Q 6 < 1, then (3.4) and (1.8) are still true. If c, = c- , then (3.4) holds 
with m = 0. See also [7] for the case m = 0 and i 9 1. It is still open 
whether the same result as (3.4) holds for m > 0 when ci = c2. 
4. NECESSITY OF THE NON-TRAPPING CONDITION 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. Recall that for two-body 
problems, this result is proved in [lS] by establishing the uniform time- 
decay of the form 
~l(X)~~~(P)e~ih-“P(X)-~ll~C(t)--~, 
for t E [w, uniformly in h E 10, ho]. (4.1) 
The proof for the necessity of the non-trapping condition given here is 
more direct. However, it would be interesting to establish the uniform time- 
decay results similar to (4.1) for N-body wave functions. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let V, satisfy (1.3). Assume that for some s > 0, one 
has 
II(x)-“R(A+iO,h) (x)-sI/<ch-’ (4.2) 
for 111 -El < l/C and hfz 10, ho], f or some C> 0 and ho > 0. Then p is 
non-trapping at the energy E and s > i. 
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ProoJ: Equation (4.2) says that (x) -’ is locally P-smooth on 
I= ]E- l/C, E+ l/C[. Take 1~ C; (I) with I= 1 near E. By Theorem 
XIII 2.5 in [ 111, which gives relations between different constants, we 
obtain 
5 /I <x> --’ x(P) Wt, ~~).fll* dt d Cllfl12, 
Y~E L’(X), uniformly in h > 0. Iw 
(4.3) 
Here U(t, !~)=e~~‘~“~. For (x,, <O)~Pp’(E), putfh= lJ,e’h-‘2” S”~-ro~n~‘,J; 
where U, is the dilation operator U,g(x) = h pnf4 g(h- ri2x). Replacing f by 
fh in (4.3), we obtain 
ii(“X(p) U(t,h)f,l12dtdCllfhi12=clifl12. (4.4) 
Now applying the results on the classical limit of quantum wave functions 
[14], one obtains 
= (x(t;xo, 50~~~*“X~P~~0~~0~~llfl12 
= ~~~~;~o,50~~~2”llfl12r locally uniformly in t E R. 
Here x(t; x0, to) = 71, exp tH,,(x,, to) and we used the results on functional 
calculus [4] which say that x(P) is an h-pseudodifferential operator with 
principal symbol x(p). From (4.4) it follows that 
s (x(t; x0, 50))-2” dt < C (4.5) R 
with the same constant C as in (4.4). Here we insist that the local unifor- 
mity of the classical limit is sufficient for us to obtain (4.5) from (4.4). In 
fact (4.5) follows by taking the classical limit in any finite interval C-R, R] 
and then letting R tend to the infinity. Equation (4.5) implies 
lim,, m Ix(c x0, to)1 = co. In fact if it were not true, there would be a 
sequence { tn} with (t,l +coasn+c~andsomeR>Osuchthat 
Ix(tn, x07 to)1 <R for all n. 
By the continuity on initial data of the hamiltonian flow, one sees that for 
any R >O, there is to> 0 so that if (y, r~)~p-‘(E) with lyl <R, then 
Ix(t;y,q)l <2R for all ItI <to. So when It-tt,l <to, we would have 
Ix(t; x0, to)1 = Ix(t - t,; exp Wp(xO, W < 2~ 
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This contradicts (4.5). So p is non-trapping at the energy E. Remark that 
lexp tH,(y, ?)I d C(t) for all (y, v])~p~l(E). Equation (4.5) implies also 
s>+. 1 
Remark. In the proof of Proposition 4.1, we have not used the 
particular structure of N-body Schrodinger operators. In fact this result 
remains true for a large class of self-adjoint h-pseudodifferential operators 
with temperate symbol such that the corresponding classical flow globally 
exists for the initial data with energy near E (see Theorem 3.4 in [ 141) and 
that the results on functional calculus in [S] are applicable. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For a E A, a # amax, put p’ = tu2 + ChsA, Vb(xb) and 
P” = op”b”. Let R,(z, h) = (P” - z)-l, for Im z # 0. Let F0 = opWx. 4 and 
F” = opW’xa . c”. Assume that ,for some s > 0, 
II(F,)~“R(ilfiO,h)(F,)-“IJ~Ch-‘, for /A-El < l/C. (4.6) 
Then one has for some c’ > 0 
II(F”)~“R,(itiO,h) (F”)~“I).<C’h-‘, for II -El < l/C. (4.7) 
Here I/ II0 denotes the norm of operators on L’(Y). 
Proof For aE A, a # amax, we choose f o Cio(X,) such that 
supp f c B(0, 1) and Jf(xa)’ dx, = 1. Put 
fkJ =f((x, -y/x)/k) k-“a’2> 
where n, = dim A’, and y, E X, with lvkl= 2k. 
For ZJ E C:(Y), Im z # 0, one has 
R(z, h) UOfic = (R,(z, h) u)O.h- R(z, h) (-h2d, + I,(x)) R,(z, h) u@fk. 
(4.8) 
Remark that A, fk = O(k-‘) as k + cc and by separately considering the 
cases of Jx”l > k”* and lx01 < k’12, and utilizing the decay on V, ,+u, we 
have 
IZa(x)fk,) (xa>-‘l d CkP lfdx,)l, uniformly in x0. 
Here 6 = min($, a0/2). From (4.8) and the above estimates we obtain for 
Imz#O, 
R,(z, h) u = :imrn (Nz, h) uOfk,fk)L2cx,j for any 24 E C; (X”). 
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The above equation gives 
for any u, u in C;-(Y). Put F,= op”x,. 5,. Then F,= F”+ Fu and 
[F”, F,] = 0. By the construction of fk, one has, for any 1~ kJ, 
II F:hll ~*(x<,) d C,> uniformly in k E N and h > 0. 
So by the result on the functional calculus for self-adjoint operators, we 
obtain, for any s > 0, 11 (F,)“fJ d C,, uniformly in k and h. Since F, and 
F” commute, we have, for any s 3 0, 
II(F)‘wll < C.yII(F~)” (F”)” wll for any WE C:(X). 
From (4.6) and (4.9), we deduce that 
I <&(JJ. Ik io, h) 4 u )Lz(xql 
GChp’likm_s~p II~W~Ofkll II<F)‘~OfkII 
d C’h-’ II( 4I~qxq II (F”)” 4~qx~,> for 11, -El < l/C. 
(4.10) 
Equation (4.7) follows from (4.10) by an argument of density. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 is an immediate consequence of 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. In fact (1.11) implies that (4.7) is true. It follows 
from (1.11) and (4.7) that (4.2) and 
II(“R,(A+iO,h) (x’)-~I/,<C~K’, Ii-El <l/C, (4.11) 
hold. Now the results of Theorem 1.2 follow from Proposition 4.1 applied 
to P and all P”. 1 
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